Take the puzzle out of color matching.

Nothing delivers the
complete color matching
picture like ShadeVision.
®

With the guesswork involved in traditional shade guides and lab orders,
it’s no wonder about 50% of all esthetic restoration remakes are the
result of unacceptable shade matching.*
The most detailed and comprehensive color matching system available,
and the only to receive REALITY’s 5-Star rating, ShadeVision takes out
all of the guesswork.
Capture the most precise color images possible.
Unlike digital cameras, ShadeVision provides a consistent,
calibrated light source, which allows for the capture of true
color information that cannot be derived from a photograph.

The cordless, handheld ShadeVision instrument
includes a touch screen display for unique “line
of sight” viewing and proper positioning.

*Collaborative Techniques, Winter 2002

Using proprietary optics and filter technologies, ShadeVision
creates precise color images that contain over 22,000
pixels of information. Its unique color analysis tool maps
up to 50 regions of the tooth for three dimensions of color
definition – value, hue and chroma. Nothing provides more
color information to fabricate the most esthetically accurate
restorations possible!

Single Tooth Report, a
ShadeVision exclusive.

Detailed work order generation.
ShadeVision generates work orders with unmatched detail for your lab.
All color image files are uploaded directly from the handheld instrument to a PC.
Images and work orders can be sent to the lab via e-mail or a disk.
Virtual Try-In to verify color at lab . . . a ShadeVision exclusive!
ShadeVision’s exclusive Virtual Try-In can help eliminate the repeat patient visits,
returned crowns, additional labor and material costs, and wasted chair time caused
by unacceptable color matching.
ShadeVision software enables the lab technician to compare an image of the
fabricated restoration side-by-side with the original image sent by the dentist.
The color accuracy of the restoration can be quality controlled in the lab
without the presence of the patient. So you can be assured of
an accurate match the first time. . .every time!

NEW in ShadeVision 4.0:
BEST SHADE COMPASS feature searches all guides for best match
SNAPSHOT IMPROVEMENTS simplify image import
BLEACHING INDICATOR illustrates whitening progression
COLOR ANALYSIS comparing gingival and incisal areas of hue, value and chroma
INCREASED DATABASE MANAGEMENT offers more database manipulation features

ShadeVision®

Lab technicians can
use ShadeVision
to verify the color
match of the
fabricated crown.

“.  .  . no other shade taking system comes close .  .  .”
More and more of your colleagues are solving the color matching
puzzle, boosting patient satisfaction and building their practices
using ShadeVision. . .
“My patients and I enjoy that the restoration will be a ‘perfect match’ the
first time. . . . There is definitely a ‘Wow’ factor. . .the patient will view you
as being on the cutting edge of dentistry.”

“After carefully considering units from several different manufacturers,
I found ShadeVision to be the best combination of both user-friendliness
– on both ends of the dentist/CDT interface – and accuracy. Since
I started using it, I have been able to realize dependably superior shade
matches that leave little to be desired.”
Barry F. McArdle, DMD, Portsmouth, New Hampshire

Dr. Kevin Ward, DDS, Fishers, Indiana

“ShadeVision provides us with the finest details of shade and color
needed to create high-quality restorations. We consider it an extremely
valuable member of our team!”

“ShadeVision’s Virtual Try-In has proven to be one of the greatest
quality control tools available to us. No other shade taking system
comes close to matching the system’s robust features. We have
added a number of accounts to our lab because we use ShadeVision.”

Chester Garcia, COO, da Vinci Dental Studios, West Hills, California

Jim Schroeder, Schroeder Dental Laboratory, Northbrook, Illinois

ONLY FROM X-RITE. THE WORLD LEADER IN COLOR MEASUREMENT.
The world’s largest companies rely on proprietary X-Rite technology to measure and control color in imaging & media, medical, industrial
and retail applications. No one else brings this best-of-breed technology to dentistry.
© 2006, X-Rite, Incorporated. X-Rite and ShadeVision are registered trademarks of X-Rite, Incorporated. All other registered trademarks are properties of their respective owners.

For product or purchase information,
contact the following exclusive distributors:
Call 1.866.61.SHADE today to arrange
a demonstration.

1.800.496.9500

1.800.372.4346

1.866.61.SHADE
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